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1. Introduction
The Carlson problem is a classical and well studied problem. It was posed in 1970s by Carlson [2],
and it is related to many different problems and areas (see e.g. [14,8,4]). There exists large literature
concerning the Carlson and related problems: work of Thompson is particularly important, see e.g.
[15]. See also [5,1,13,3].
Its formulation is purely algebraic, and in fact it presents a very natural completion problem:
Problem 1 (Carlson problem). Let F be a field. Let A ∈ Fn×n, B ∈ Fm×m and C ∈ F(n+m)×(n+m) be
matrices. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions on A, B and C, for the existence of a matrix
X ∈ Fn×m such that[
A X
0 B
]
(1)
is similar to C.
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It is straightforward to see that the problem depends only on the similarity classes of the matrices
A, B and C, and so the conditions should involve only their invariant polynomials.
Also, it is well-known that in the Carlson problem we can apply localization techniques (for de-
tails see e.g. [1]). Thus, without loss of generality, we shall assume from now on that the invariant
polynomials of the matrices A, B and C are just the powers of one irreducible polynomial ψ ∈ F[λ]:
Let ψan | · · · |ψa1 be invariant polynomials of A, ψbm | · · · |ψb1 be invariant polynomials of B, and
ψ cn+m | · · · |ψ c1 be invariant polynomials of C. Also, let a = (a1, . . . , an), b = (b1, . . . , bm), and
c = (c1, . . . , cn+m) be the corresponding partitions.
In [7,6], Hall, Green and Klein have resolved the problem of the existence of finitely generated
torsion modules A, B and C, over a principal ideal domain, having prescribed invariant polynomials
and such that A ⊂ C and B = C/A. The conditions involve Littlewood–Richardson sequences.
Based on this result, an equivalent problem of the existence of nonsingular matrices A, B and C,
over a principal ideal domain, having prescribed invariant factors and such that AB = C was studied
and resolved by Thompson in [15], see also [1] for more direct approach.
Moreover, Gohberg and Kaashoek [5], showed that the solution of the Carlson problem can be
obtained from the previous one (see also [13]).
In this way, a solution of the Carlson problem was obtained by using the language of Littlewood–
Richardson sequences, and with the notation from above, it is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There exists X such that⎡
⎣ A X
0 B
⎤
⎦ (2)
has c = (c1, . . . , cn+m) as the degrees of its invariant polynomials if and only if
LRca,b > 0.
Here LRca,b is the Littlewood–Richardson coefficient for the partitions a, b, and c. Littlewood–
Richardson sequences arose in the representation theory of the symmetric groupSn, as a combinatorial
tool for determining the coefficients (Littlewood–Richardson coefficients) in the expansion in Schur
functions of the product of two Schur functions [10,11]. Furthermore, the Littlewood–Richardson co-
efficients also appear in matrix completion problems (for more general overview see [4]).
Although a solution of the Carlson problem is known, the proof is very involved, and thus it makes
sense to search for a new, more direct proof of it. That is the aim of this paper. We shall give new,
explicit and direct solution of the Carlson problem over an arbitrary field F, by using only elementary
matrix completion techniques and elementary combinatorics. Also, the condition LRca,b > 0 appears
very naturally in our approach.
The paper is organized in four sections. In Section 2, we rewrite the condition using the language of
partitions. Section 3 presents themain result of the paper – it contains a direct proof of the sufficiency
of the condition. Finally, in Section 4, we give a novel proof of the necessity of the condition based on
combinatorics and determinants of matrices involved.
2. Partitions and Littlewood–Richardson coefficient
By a partition a = (a1, a2, . . . , an), we mean a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers.
We identify two partitions if they differ only by a sequence of zeros at the end.
For any partition a = (a1, a2, . . . , an), we define its Young diagram. It is a collection of boxes, ai of
them in the ith row, i = 1, . . . , n, with rows lined up on the left. For example, if a = (5, 3, 1), then
the Young diagram corresponding to a is the following one:
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In terms of Young diagrams, the condition LRca,b > 0 can be expressed as the existence of the
Littlewood–Richardson tableaux. More precisely, this means that we can add b1 + · · · + bm boxes to
the rows of the Young diagram of (a1, . . . , an), filled with the integers from the set {1, 2, . . . ,m}, in
order to obtain the Young diagram of (c1, . . . , cn+m), such that the following is satisfied:
• The entries in any row are weakly increasing from left to right.
• The entries in each column are strictly increasing from top to bottom.
• The integer i occurs exactly bi times.• If the added boxes are ordered from top to bottom and from right to left in each row, then for
any integer p, with 1 ≤ p < ∑mj=1 bj , and any positive integer i, the number of times i occurs
in the first p boxes is, at least, as large as the number of times that i + 1 occurs in these first p
boxes.
Now, if we put all the entries in the Young diagram of (a1, . . . , an) to be zeros, the conditions
from above can be expressed by a more explicit algebraic formula, as the existence of a certain path of
partitions. Indeed, the entries of the Young diagramof (c1, . . . , cn+m) can be represented by partitions
λi, i = 0, . . . ,m, with λij being the number of boxes in the jth row, j = 1, . . . , n + i, whose entries
are smaller than or equal to i.
Then the condition LRca,b > 0 is equivalent to the existence of partitions λ
i, i = 0, . . . ,m, such
that:
(i) λ0 = a, λm = c,
(ii) λi+1j ≥ λij ≥ λi+1j+1, i = 0, . . . ,m − 1, j = 1, . . . , n + i,
(iii)
n+i∑
j=1
λij =
n+i−1∑
j=1
λi−1j + bi, i = 1, . . . ,m,
(iv)
k+1∑
j=1
λi+1j −
k+1∑
j=1
λij ≤
k∑
j=1
λij −
k∑
j=1
λi−1j , i = 1, . . . ,m − 1, k = 1, . . . , n + i.
3. Sufficiency
Suppose that LRca,b > 0, i.e. let there exist partitions λ
i, i = 0, . . . ,m, which satisfy conditions
(i)–(iv). We shall define a matrix X such that (2) has c1, . . . , cn+m as the degrees of the invariant
polynomials.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the matrices A and B are in the elementary canon-
ical form, i.e. A = diag(E(ψa1), . . . , E(ψan)) and B = diag(E(ψb1), . . . , E(ψbm)), where E(ψ s) ∈
F
s deg(ψ)×s deg (ψ), with s ≥ 0, is given by
E(ψ s) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
C(ψ) Jψ
C(ψ) Jψ
. . .
. . .
. . . Jψ
C(ψ)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Here C(ψ) is the companion matrix of ψ , Jψ is the deg(ψ) × deg(ψ) matrix having a unit at the
position (deg(ψ), 1) and all other entries equal to zero, and there are exactly s blocks of C(ψ) in
E(ψ s).
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Recall that for any polynomial f = λk − wk−1λk−1 − · · · −w1λ − w0 ∈ F[λ], where k > 0, the
matrix
C(f ) :=
[
ek2 · · · ekk w
]T
is called the companion matrix of the polynomial f . Here, eki is the ith column of the identity matrix Ik
and w = [w0 · · · wk−1]T .
Now, in order to define thewantedmatrix X , we shall start by definingmatrices X1, X2 . . . , Xm, X
′
2,
X′3, . . . , X′m, such that the matrix⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
E(ψa1)
. . .
E(ψan)
X1 X2 X3 · · · Xm
E(ψb1) X′2
E(ψb2) X′3
0 E(ψb3)
. . . X′m
E(ψbm)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3)
has c1, . . . , cn+m as the degrees of its invariant polynomials.
Let b0 := ∑ni=1 ai. For every l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the submatrix
⎡
⎣ Xl
X′l
⎤
⎦ is formed by the first
deg(ψ)
∑l−1
i=0 bi rows, and by columns deg(ψ)
∑l−1
i=0 bi +1, deg(ψ)
∑l−1
i=0 bi +2, . . . , deg(ψ)
∑l
i=0 bi
of (3)
⎛
⎝note that
⎡
⎣ X1
X′1
⎤
⎦ := X1
⎞
⎠.
For each l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we shall definematrices
⎡
⎣ Xl
X′l
⎤
⎦ ∈ Fdeg(ψ)∑l−1i=0 bi×deg(ψ)bl such that they
consist of zeros, except some units placed in the following positions:
For every k = 1, . . . ,max{i|λl−1i > 0}, we put a unit in the matrix
⎡
⎣ Xl
X′l
⎤
⎦ only in the case if
λlk > λ
l−1
k .
In this case, we define wkl := max{1 ≤ i < l|λik > λi−1k } if the last set is nonempty, and wkl := 0
otherwise.
Now, if wkl = 0, put a unit in
⎡
⎣ Xl
X′l
⎤
⎦ at the position
⎛
⎝deg(ψ) k∑
i=1
ai, deg(ψ)
⎛
⎝bl − k∑
i=1
(
λli − λl−1i
)⎞⎠+ 1
⎞
⎠ .
If wkl > 0, put a unit in
⎡
⎣ Xl
X′l
⎤
⎦ at the position
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⎛
⎜⎝deg(ψ)
⎛
⎜⎝
wkl∑
i=0
bi −
k−1∑
i=1
(
λ
wkl
i − λw
k
l −1
i
)⎞⎟⎠ , deg(ψ)
⎛
⎝bl − k∑
i=1
(
λli − λl−1i
)⎞⎠+ 1
⎞
⎟⎠ . (4)
Denote such obtained matrix (3) byM(a, b, c).
Now, we are left with proving two things. First, we shall prove that such defined matrixM(a, b, c)
has c1, . . . , cn+m as the degrees of its invariant polynomials. Then, we shall show that it is similar
to the matrix of the wanted form by proving that all the units from the matrices X′2, . . . , X′m, can be
“moved" by similarity transformations such that the resulting matrix has the form (2), i.e. that we
obtain X′2 = 0, . . ., X′m = 0.
Before proceeding we need the following easy lemma:
Lemma 1. Let s ≥ t − 1. There exists an invertible matrix P ∈ F(t+s) deg(ψ)×(t+s) deg(ψ) such that
P
⎡
⎣ E(ψ s) J
0 E(ψ t)
⎤
⎦ P−1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
E(ψ s) J
0
E(ψ t−1) 0
0 C(ψ)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where J is the matrix with a unit on the position (s deg(ψ), (t − 1) deg(ψ) + 1), and whose all other
entries are equal to zero.
Proof. Since s ≥ t − 1, let
P :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Is deg(ψ) 0
0 −I(t−1) deg(ψ)
0 0
It deg(ψ)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Simple calculation ends the proof. 
Nowwe shall prove that the matrixM(a, b, c) has c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cn+m as the degrees of the invariant
polynomials, by induction onm.
Letm = 1. Then (3) is just
⎡
⎣ diag(E(ψa1), . . . , E(ψan)) X1
0 E(ψb1)
⎤
⎦ . (5)
From the definition of X1 and by conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), we can apply Lemma 1 consecutively
on (5), first by using the left-most unit, and going up to the right-most unit in the matrix X1 as pivot
(i.e. as a unit in the matrix J from Lemma 1).
In this way, one obtains that the matrix (5) has λ11 ≥ · · · ≥ λ1n+1 as the degrees of its invariant
polynomials.
Thus, the matrix (5) is similar to
diag
(
E
(
ψλ
1
1
)
, . . . , E
(
ψλ
1
n+1
))
. (6)
These similarity operations are induced by Lemma 1 and by permutations of rows and columns.
Let m > 1, and suppose that the claim is valid for m − 1. Then the matrix (5) is a submatrix of
M(a, b, c), and as explained in the casem = 1, it is similar to the matrix (6). Denote by C′ the matrix
obtained fromM(a, b, c) by these similarity operations.
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From the condition LRca,b > 0, i.e. from the existence of a path of partitions a = λ0, λ1, . . . ,
λm−1, λm = c, we have that LRc
λ1,b′ > 0, where b
′ = (b2, . . . , bm). Last inequality is true since the
path λ1, . . . , λm−1, λm = c obviously also satisfies the conditions (i)–(iv). Thus, by the induction
hypothesis the matrix M(λ1, b′, c) has c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cm+n as the degrees of its invariant polynomi-
als.
On the other hand, the matrix M(a, b, c) is similar to the matrix C′, as explained above, and it is
straightforward to see that C′ coincides with M(λ1, b′, c). Thus, M(a, b, c) has c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cn+m as
the degrees of its invariant polynomials, as wanted.
Now we are left with the second part of the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions, i.e. that
M(a, b, c) is similar to a matrix of the wanted form (2). For that we need one more lemma. The proof
is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1, and thus it will be omitted.
Lemma 2. Let s − 1 ≥ t. There exists an invertible matrix P ∈ Fdeg(ψ)(t+s)×deg(ψ)(t+s) such that
P
⎡
⎢⎣ E(ψ s) J
0 E(ψ t)
⎤
⎥⎦ P−1 =
⎡
⎢⎣ E(ψ s) 0
0 E(ψ t)
⎤
⎥⎦ ,
where J is a matrix with a unit at the position (1, 1), and whose all other entries are equal to zero.
We finish the proof by successive application of Lemma 2. More precisely, split the matrices X′i into
submatrices denoted by Yij , i = 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,m− 1, formed by the rows deg (ψ)
∑j−1
w=0 bw +
1, deg (ψ)
∑j−1
w=0 bw + 2, . . . , deg (ψ)∑jw=0 bw of the matrix (3).
Consider the blocks Yij , for i = 2, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . ,m − 1, in the following ordering:
Ymm−1, Ym−1m−2 , Ymm−2, Ym−2m−3 , Ym−1m−3 , Ymm−3, . . . , Y21 , Y31 , . . . , Ym1 .
Now, from the form of the blocks Yij , i = 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,m − 1, and by the condi-
tion (iv), we can apply Lemma 2 consecutively, starting from the leftmost unit and going to the
rightmost unit in these blocks ordered as above, erasing them like the unit from the matrix J from
Lemma 2.
It is straightforward to see that the resulting matrix will have no units in the rows and columns
corresponding to the blocks Yij , i = 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,m − 1, as wanted.
This finishes the proof of the sufficiency of the condition.
4. Necessity
Suppose that there exists X such that
⎡
⎢⎣ A X
0 B
⎤
⎥⎦ (7)
has c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cn+m as the degrees of the invariant polynomials. Our aim is to prove that then
LRca,b > 0,
i.e. that there exist partitions λi, i = 0, . . . ,m, which satisfy the conditions (i)–(iv).
Before proceeding, note that without loss of generality, we can assume that F is an infinite field
(indeed, the entries of (7) are from F, and thus also from F¯).
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By the assumption, the matrix λI −
⎡
⎣ A X
0 B
⎤
⎦ has c1, . . . , cn+m as the degrees of its invariant
factors, and it is equivalent to the following matrix:
C¯ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψa1
ψa2
. . .
ψan−1
ψan
p11 p
1
2 · · · p1m−1 p1m
p21 p
2
2 · · · p2m−1 p2m
· · ·
p
n−1
1 p
n−1
2 · · · pn−1m−1 pn−1m
pn1 p
n
2 · · · pnm−1 pnm
0
ψb1
ψb2
. . .
ψbm−1
ψbm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(8)
for some polynomials pij ∈ F[λ], i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m. In particular, C¯ has c1, . . . , cn+m as the
degrees of its invariant factors, as well.
Let Q
j
i ∈ F, 1 ≤ j < i ≤ m, be arbitrary elements from F. Then the lower-triangular matrices
L = [Lij] ∈ F[λ]m×m and D = [Dij] ∈ F[λ]m×m given by
Lij =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
1, i = j
0, i < j
−Qji , i > j
and Dij =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
1, i = j
0, i < j
Q
j
iψ
bj−bi , i > j
are invertible, and we have
L
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψb1
ψb2
. . .
ψbm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
D =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψb1
ψb2
. . .
ψbm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Now, let
p′ij = pij +
m∑
k=j+1
Qikψ
bi−bkpik, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m − 1.
Let⎡
⎣ In 0
0 L
⎤
⎦ C¯
⎡
⎣ In 0
0 D
⎤
⎦ = C˜. (9)
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Then
C˜ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψa1
ψa2
. . .
ψan−1
ψan
p′11 p′12 · · · p′1m−1 p1m
p′21 p′22 · · · p′2m−1 p2m
· · ·
p
′n−1
1 p
′n−1
2 · · · p′n−1m−1 pn−1m
p′n1 p′n2 · · · p′nm−1 pnm
0
ψb1
ψb2
. . .
ψbm−1
ψbm
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(10)
and it has c1, . . . , cn+m as the degrees of its invariant factors.
Lemma 3. Let X = ∑ni=1 ai +∑mi=1 bi. There exist Q ji ∈ F, 1 ≤ j < i ≤ m, such that
gcd
(
ψX, p′kj
)
= gcd
(
ψX, pkj , ψ
bj−bj+1pkj+1, ψbj−bj+2pkj+2, . . . , ψbj−bmpkm
)
= gcd
(
ψX, gcd
l≥j
ψbj−bl pkl
)
, (11)
for all i, j and k, such that 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ m, where p′ij = pij +
∑m
k=j+1 Qikψbi−bkpik, for
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m − 1. Moreover, (11) is true for all except finitely many values of Q ji ∈ F.
Proof. By Lemma 1 from [9], we have that if F is an infinite field then for any polynomials p, q and r,
there exists α ∈ F such that
gcd(p, q, r) = gcd(p, q + αr).
Moreover, gcd(p, q, r) = gcd(p, q + αr), only for finitely many α’s.
Hence, since the field F is infinite, by applying this result we obtain the existence of the wanted
Q
j
i ∈ F, 1 ≤ j < i ≤ m. 
Analogously, by extending the result of Lemma 3, we can extend (11) to the minors of C˜.
Let M˜k1,...,kx be a submatrix of C˜ formed by rows 1 ≤ r1 < · · · < rx ≤ n and by columnsm < k1 <
· · · < kx ≤ n + m of C˜, and let M¯l1,...,lx be a submatrix of C¯ formed by rows 1 ≤ r1 < · · · < rx ≤ n
and by columnsm < l1 < · · · < lx ≤ n + m of C¯. Then, for generic Qji ’s, we have:
gcd
(
ψX, det M˜k1,...,kx
)
= gcd
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ψX, gcd
l1,...,lx
m<l1<···<lx≤n+m
ki≤li
ψ
∑x
i=1 bki−bli det M¯l1,...,lx
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (12)
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Thus, from now on, we shall assume that Q
j
i satisfy (12). Moreover, in the rest of the proof, we shall
need the following property that follows from (12):
Let M˜k1,...,kx and M˜k1,...,kx−1,kx+1 be submatrices of C˜ formed by rows 1 ≤ r1 < · · · < rx ≤ n, and
by columnsm < k1 < · · · < kx < n+m andm < k1 < · · · < kx−1 < kx + 1 ≤ n+m, respectively.
Then
gcd(ψX, det M˜k1,...,kx)|ψbkx−bkx+1 det M˜k1,...,kx−1,kx+1. (13)
Denote byμi1 ≥ · · · ≥ μin+i, the degrees of the invariant factors of the principal submatrix of (10)
formed by its first n + i rows and columns, i = 1, . . . ,m. Hence, if denote by
Ci :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ψa1
ψa2
. . .
ψan−1
ψan
p′11 p′12 · · · p′1i
p′21 p′22 · · · p′2i
· · ·
p
′n−1
1 p
′n−1
2 · · · p′n−1i
p′n1 p′n2 · · · p′ni
0
ψb1
ψb2
. . .
ψbi
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (14)
i = 1, . . . ,m, then μij , j = 1, . . . , n + i, is the degree of the jth invariant factor of Ci.
We shall prove that μij , j = 1, . . . , n + i, i = 1, . . . ,m, satisfy (i)–(iv).
By the definition of Ci, i = 1, . . . ,m, and by the Sá–Thompson theorem [12,14], we have that μij
satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii). Hence, we need to prove that μij , j = 1, . . . , n + i, i = 1, . . . ,m, satisfy (iv).
Let Dix be the xth determinantal divisor (the greatest common divisor of all minors of order x) of Ci.
Then
ψμ
i
j = D
i
n+i+1−j
Din+i−j
.
So, in order to prove thatμij , j = 1, . . . , n+ i, i = 1, . . . ,m, satisfy (iv), it is enough to prove that the
following is valid:
DixD
i
x−1|ψbi−bi+1Di−1x−1Di+1x (15)
for every i = 1, . . . ,m − 1 and every x = 1, . . . , n + i.
LetMx beanarbitrary xby x submatrix ofCi+1, formedby rows r1, . . . , rx (r1 < · · · < rx ≤ n+i+1)
and by columns k1, . . . , kx (k1 < · · · < kx ≤ n + i + 1). Then we are left with proving:
DixD
i
x−1|ψbi−bi+1Di−1x−1 detMx. (16)
If detMx = 0, it is straightforward. If detMx = 0, the proof splits into five cases:
• Case 1: If rx = n + i + 1, then
ψbi+1Dix−1| detMx.
Since Dix|ψbiDi−1x−1, we have (16).
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• Case 2: If rx < n + i + 1 and kx < n + i + 1, then
Dix| detMx.
Since
Dix−1|Di−1x−1, (17)
(16) follows trivially.
• Case 3: If rx < n+ i+1, kx = n+ i+1 and kx−1 < n+ i, then letM′x be a submatrix of Ci formed
by rows r1, . . . , rx and by columns k1, . . . , kx−1, n + i. By (13) we have that
gcd
(
ψ
∑x
i=1 ai , detM′x
)
|ψbi−bi+1 detMx,
and since Dix| gcd(ψ
∑x
i=1 ai , detM′x), we have Dix|ψbi−bi+1 detMx. So, (16) follows from (17).
• Case 4: If rx = n+ i, kx = n+ i+1 and kx−1 = n+ i, then detMx = ψbi detMx−1, wherematrix
Mx−1 is the submatrix of Ci+1 formed by rows r1, . . . , rx−1 and by columns k1, . . . , kx−2, n+ i+ 1, of
Ci+1. LetM′x−1 be a submatrix of Ci, formed by rows r1, . . . , rx−1 and by columns k1, . . . , kx−2, n+ i.
As in the case 3, from (13) we have
Dix−1
∣∣∣∣gcd
(
ψ
∑x−1
i=1 ai , detM′x−1
)∣∣∣∣ψbi−bi+1 detMx−1.
Moreover, since Dix|ψbiDi−1x−1, we obtain (16), as wanted.• Case 5: Finally, if rx < n + i, kx = n + i + 1 and kx−1 = n + i, then let Nx−1 be an arbitrary
(x − 1) × (x − 1) submatrix of Ci−1. We are left with proving
DixD
i
x−1|ψbi−bi+1 det Nx−1 detMx.
By Lemma 4 below, we have that
det Nx−1 detMx =
∑
j
± det N′j detM′j , (18)
where the sum is over certain pairs of submatrices N′j and M′j of Ci+1, of sizes (x − 1) × (x − 1) and
x × x, respectively, such that for every j neither of the matrices N′j and M′j contains both (n + i)st
and (n + i + 1)st columns of Ci+1, and only one of them contains the (n + i + 1)st column of
Ci+1.
Hence, it is enough toprove that for any two submatricesN′j andM′j ofCi+1, that satisfy the condition
from above, the following is valid:
DixD
i
x−1|ψbi−bi+1 det N′j detM′j . (19)
If N′j does not contain the last column of Ci+1, then Dix−1| det N′j . Also, in that case, in the same way
as in the case 3, we obtain Dix|ψbi−bi+1 detM′j . Altogether, we have (19), as wanted.
If M′j does not contain the last column of Ci+1, then Dix| detM′j . Also, in that case, in the same way
as in the cases 3 and 4, we obtain that Dix−1|ψbi−bi+1 det N′j . Altogether, we have (19), as wanted. 
In order to finish the proof, we are left with completing the proof of the case 5 from above, i.e. we
are left with proving the Eq. (18).
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Let x ≥ 2, p and q be positive integers with p ≥ x and q ≥ x + 1, and let W = [ai,j] ∈ Fp×q be a
matrix.
LetM ∈ Fx×x and N ∈ F(x−1)×(x−1) be submatrices ofW such that
M = [ai,j]j=q−x+1,...,qi=1,...,x and N = [ai,j]j=1,...,x−1i=p−x+2,...,p.
In other words, the matrix M is formed by the first x rows and the last x columns of W , while N is
formed by the last x − 1 rows and the first x − 1 columns ofW .
For all i = 1, . . . , x, let Pi ∈ F(x−1)×(x−1) and P′i ∈ Fx×x be the following matrices:
Pi = [ar,s]s=q−x+1,q−x+2,...,q−1r=1,...,i−1,i+1,...,x and P′i = [ar,s]s=1,...,x−1,qr=i,p−x+2,p−x+3,...,p.
For all j = 1, . . . , x − 1, let Qj ∈ F(x−1)×(x−1) and Q ′j ∈ Fx×x be the following matrices:
Qj = [ar,s]s=1,...,j−1,j+1,...,x−1,qr=p−x+2,p−x+3,...,p and Q ′j = [ar,s]s=j,q−x+1,...,q−1r=1,...,x .
Note that the matrices Pi and Qj are submatrices of W , while if the matrices P
′
i (or Q
′
j ) are not
submatrices of W then i ≥ p − x + 2 (respectively, j ≥ q − x + 1), and so det P′i = 0 (respectively,
det Q ′j = 0). Moreover, note that all Pi and Q ′j contain the (q − 1)th column and do not contain the
qth column, while P′i and Qj contain the qth and do not contain the (q− 1)th column of the matrixW .
The following Lemma proves (18), and thus completes the proof of the case 5 above:
Lemma 4. By using the notation from above, we have
detM det N =
x∑
i=1
(−1)i det Pi det P′i +
x−1∑
j=1
(−1)j det Qj det Q ′j .
Proof. By expanding detM along its last column, we have:
det N detM =
x∑
i=1
(−1)iai,q det Pi det N
=
x∑
i=1
(−1)i det Pi det P′i +
x∑
i=1
x−1∑
j=1
(−1)i+jai,j det Pi det Qj,
where the second equality follows by expanding det P′i along its first row.
On the other hand, by expanding Q ′j along its ith row, we have
x∑
i=1
x−1∑
j=1
(−1)i+jai,j det Pi det Qj =
x−1∑
j=1
(−1)j det Qj
x∑
i=1
(−1)iai,j det Pi
=
x−1∑
j=1
(−1)j det Qj det Q ′j .
This finishes our proof. 
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